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FUTURe WORKPLACe

Status of the future workplace

10 %
The topic 

is not relevant 
for us

39 %
We are in the 

planning phase for the 
future workplace

51 %
The topic is very
important and

actively
implemented

The future workplace is important and actively 
implemented - agreement by company size

76 %
< 5,000  
Employees

35 %
> 5,000  
Employees

MATURiTy SURvEy 2018

Source: Maturity Online Survey, June 2018, n = 127
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EmployEr of thE futurE

European companies are facing an enormous challenge: 
most of their office workplaces must be adapted to the 
requirements of the future. Flexibility, data access any-
where and anytime, security, communication and col-
laboration are necessary to harness the dynamics of 
digital transformation and to retain employees. The evo-
lution is driven by the requirements of business units and 
employees, but also by the intended reduction in office 
space. This is primarily due to IT and senior manage-
ment, as our survey from summer 2018 shows:

“In one out of three companies, top manage-
ment is driving the design and implementation 
of workplace change.“

The fact that senior management is behind the initiative 
provides a basis for its success. After all, many construc-
tion sites in the organisation - HR, legal, processes, real 
estate and office equipment as well as IT - must be prior-
itised and coordinated. Nevertheless, it can be expected 
that it will take a few years before the workplace of the 
future takes shape. And not every organisation will have 

regeneration zones and campus parks - but reliable, sta-
ble and usable IT systems are the minimum that compa-
nies have to offer their employees.
This poses a number of challenges for IT organisations. 
It starts with the time-to-market of their services and con-
tinues with support processes as well as budget assign-
ment. Higher security requirements due to mobility and 
the cultural change of companies are at the forefront. 
However, even in five years’ time there will be no magic 
formula for this multi-faceted and complex task. There is 
not the standardized employee, but roles with specific re-
quirements and people from three generations with indi-
vidual preferences. In addition to Digital Immigrants and 
Generation X, usage behaviour of Millennials must also 
be taken into account. And the so-called “Alphas” are al-
ready taking their first steps.

The era of standardised workplaces (in terms of time, 
space and technology) is drawing to a close. Modern of-
fices are no longer just computers and telephones; they 
are a corporate message to its employees. Thus, the dis-
cussion about the “workplace” of the future somewhat 
restricts the perspective. Ultimately, there is much more 
at stake - namely the “employer of the future”.

FUTURe WORKPLACe

MANAGEMENT SUMMARy 

The “workplace of the future” is a journey and not a destination. Many companies have 
already set off and got to know the challenges of the route. And this is not just about IT, 
but much more.
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• The workplace of the future is closely linked to the trendy concepts of agility and flexibility. Demands 
for greater mobility relate to working hours, working places and IT. 

• The first technical topic is the demand for data access from all locations and at all times. The hardware 
itself is not very important compared to other requirements; this topic lands at the rear of the ranking. 

• The priorities of future workplace requirements show no significant correlation in relation to company 
size.

Requirements for the future workplace

     80 %

                                79 % 

       80 %

                                           71 %

             43 % 

              71 %

        47 %

     71 %

         54 %

   41 %

31 %

     86 %Flexible working hours

Video conferencing

Web- and phone conferences

Homeoffice

Data access anywhere & anytime

Change of corporate culture

Collaboration software

Integration client HW and phone

Clean Desk/Desk Sharing

Modern Hardware 

Social Intranet/Social Media

Instant Messaging

  42 %

Self-help options

31 %Open Space

             44 % Cloud storage (e.g. Dropbox)

FUTURe WORKPLACe

1. GOOd REASONS
The multitude of requirements shows the complexity of the topic. At the top of the list are 
new models of working hours and flexibility in the places of work.

Multiple answers
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In one third of the companies, top man-
agement is driving the transformation to 
the workplace of the future. At the top, 
however, is IT. What is surprising is the low 

How will the requirements be collected?

Survey of 
employees

33 %35 % 46 % 49 %
Survey of 
key users

Survey of 
business units

Requirements of 
the IT organisation

39 %
Discussion with

vendors or consultants

 6 %
Other

Drivers in the organisation

FUTURe WORKPLACe

Top Management

7 %33 % 41 % 7 %
Business Units IT Organisation Human Resources

8 %
Employees

1 % 3 %
Consultants Other

2. POWERFUL dRivERS

proportion of business units. After all, it is 
about the environment of their workforce, 
which should be ideally equipped to meet 
the challenges of the digital world.

The involvement of employees is al-
ways mentioned as a key success fac-
tor in managing corporate change (see 
point 5: “Obstacles along the way”). At 
first glance, the survey reveals a sup-
posed deviation from the ideal, because 
in most companies the specifications for 
the workplace of the future come from 
IT organisations. If you look behind the 
multiple answers, however, you can see 
that most companies take a multi-track 
approach. For example, those who put 
IT at the top of the field also surveyed 
their users and key users to a large ex-
tent. In addition, there are the require-
ments expressed by the business units.

Multiple answers
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Future workplace driver: 
Reducing office space

Less than  
5,000 employees

More than
5,000 employees

13 %5 %

Future workplace driver:
Employees want flexibility

Less than 
5,000 employees

More than 
5,000 employees

20 %28 %

FUTURe WORKPLACe

Arguments for the future workplace

The future workplace 
is an important tool for 

recruiting new employees

36 %20 % 26 % 8 %
Our business units  

need flexible and mobile 
workplaces

Our employees increasingly 
demand flexible working 
hours and working places

Our company wants  
to reduce (unused)  

office space

7 %
The future workplace is 

currently a hype that  
cannot be ignored

3 %
Other

3. MANy GOALS
The requirements of the business units and attractiveness as an employer are the most 
important arguments for the transformation to a Future Workplace. Every twelfth company 
wants to reduce office space.

• Larger organisations in particular want to curb vacant office space. 

• In smaller companies, an above-average number of employees require flexible working hours and locations. 

• For one in five companies, the workplace of the future is the most important factor in recruiting new workers.
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Transformation to the future workplace

How to deploy?

All on our own

35 %38 % 28 % 19 %
With IT 

consultants
With strategic 

consultants
With organisational

consultants

9 %
With personnel

consultants

16 %
With change

management consultants

21 %
Continuous 

enhancements in 
prioritized depart-

ments

73 %
Continuous 

enhancements for the 
whole company

6 %
A switch of all  

requirements collected  
in a project (Big Bang)

FUTURe WORKPLACe

4. THE WAy FORWARd

Nearly three-quarters of the companies transform all of their workplaces in a continuous and comprehensive de-
velopment process, one in five companies is improving selected departments. Consultants are often used: IT ex-
perts come first, change management and HR consultants last. The latter in particular, however, are important to 
prepare employees for upcoming changes and to take them on the journey. 

A policy of step-by-step: Only a small proportion of companies rely on the Big Bang for 
future workplaces. Instead, the changeover will take place in several stages - mainly with 
the support of external consultants.

Multiple answers
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IT organisations are faced with vari-
ous tasks in the course of modernising 
workplaces. As their biggest challenge, 
respondents stated higher security re-
quirements due to mobility, followed by 
the cultural change of a company. Ex-
perience has shown that this transfor-
mation refers not only to the level of the 
employees, but also to management 
and processes. In the free answers, 
new management culture and chang-
es in leadership values were mentioned 
as challenges. On the other hand, IT in-
frastructure is not seen as a challenge. 
However, there are differences accord-
ing to the number of employees: 52 per-
cent of smaller companies are concerned 
about servers, storage and networks.

Challenges for the IT department

Effective applications for collaboration

Cultural change in the company

Implementation of required features within the  
planned budget

Compliance with compliance guidelines  
(data protection, etc.)

Acceptance of changes by users

User training for the future workplace

45 % 55 % 

84 % 16  % 

57 % 43 %

43 % 57 %

63 % 37 %

77  % 23 % 

Considerable challenge    

67  % 33 %

39  % 61 % 

No challenge 

Higher security requirements through mobility

Powerful IT infrastructure

Our IT infrastructure is a challenge - agreement 
by company size

33 %52 %

Less than  
5,000 employees

More than 
5,000 employees

FUTURe WORKPLACe

5. ObSTACLES ALONG THE WAy
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Can your current IT fulfil the following requirements?

Support processes

Stability/Security

Time-to-market

Competencies/Skills

Functional scope

Resources/Budget

45 % 55 %

63  % 37 %

54 % 46 % 

80 % 20 %

55 % 45 %

61 % 39 % 

Completely     Not at all

FUTURe WORKPLACe

6. iT HOMEWORK

IT is best rated in terms of security and 
stability. On average, the positive as-
sessment is around 60 percent. Only the 

Things are looking up - at least in terms of IT costs. Almost half expect an increase here. 
In addition, IT organisations must be able to deliver faster.

Expected impact on IT costs

Costs will rise (more than 25%) 

Costs will decrease (less than 10%)

Costs remain unchanged

Costs will decrease (more than 25%) 

Costs will rise (10% to 25%)

Costs will decrease (10% to 25%)

Costs will rise (less than 10%)

13 % 

25 % 

2 % 

25  %

18  %

14 % 

3  %

time-to-market, on contrast, gets a low 
value. Seen from the other direction, the 
gaps cannot be ignored - many tasks 

still lie ahead for IT organisations. And 
only 29 percent expect the future work-
place to reduce IT spending.
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Industry sectors

20 %
< 500 

14 %
500 - 1,000  

30 %
1,001 - 5,000 

12 %
5,001 - 10,000 

24 %
> 10,000  

Numbers of Employees

The survey ”Workplace of the 
Future” is based on an online survey 
conducted in summer 2018 by  
Maturity. European managers from 
business units and IT were inter-
viewed. 

In total, 127 participants answered 
the questions, amongst them CIOs 
and IT directors, IT managers, IT 
project managers, procurement man-
agers and comparable functions.

Further studies on the IT agenda  
and IT sourcing can be found at 
www.maturity.com/en/downloads.html

8 %

Mechanical &  
Plant Engineering

9 %

Consumer Goods &
Food

22 %

IT & 
Communications

3 %17 %6 %

Automotive &
Suppliers

6 %

Transportation &
Travel

7 %

Energy &  
Utilities

6 %

Consulting

5 % 9 %

Other

Public Sector

2 %

Banks/
Insurance/
Financial Services

Source: Maturity Online Survey, June 2018, n = 127

FUTURe WORKPLACe

AbOUT THE SURvEy

Construction

Biotech/ 
Chemicals/ 
Life Sciences/ 
Pharma

www.maturity.com/en/downloads.html
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